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From the Chief Executive
Welcome to the History Trust of South Australia’s
2021-22 Annual Report. It has been my privilege
to lead this organisation for the last 6 years.
During that time we have contributed to the
shared understanding of our state’s unique
histories - and I use the plural intentionally.
History is more than a static chronology of
events, more than a singular narrative. It is a
tapestry of change, of tradition, of achievement and at times of disruption to the status quo. Each
documented contribution to the advancement of
our understanding of the complex forces shapes
our social history, and these come together as a
set of dynamic internal and external elements,
people and modes of knowing that, taken
together, inform our understanding of the
present. It is these learnings that help inform
society’s shaping of the future.
Through the History Trust’s museums and exhibitions, our public programs and
education programs, our online resources, our major events, and the considered
stewardship of the State History Collection of moveable material culture, the History
Trust shares knowledge with our community, our schools, the tertiary sector and other
places of learning. To do this better in the future, in 2021-22 we commenced
implementation of a major organisational review and its related restructure, in
readiness for commencement in the 2022-23 year. The groundwork laid for this new
structure will yield dividends in the years to come. As part of this process we farewelled
a number of team members who availed themselves of the SA’s Public Sector
Rejuvenation scheme.
In parallel with our restructure, we have not been immune from the impacts of Covid,
both in terms of workforce absences and the continuing operational challenges of the
pandemic on our public-facing activities. As a consequence, museum attendances
have been lower than pre-Covid levels throughout 2021-22, as successive waves of
Covid transmission affected the choices that the public made.
2021-22 also saw a change of government in South Australia. I acknowledge the
contributions of former Minister, the Hon John Gardner MP. We also welcomed the
new Malinauskas Government and express appreciation for the interest and support
received thus far from the Hon Blair Boyer MP, our new Minister for Education,
Training and Skills. In the latter part of 2021-22, the History Trust has been working
with the Department for Infrastructure to identify new accommodation.
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As foreshadowed in 2020-21, The History Trust commenced development of an
outline business case for the future consideration by government of the establishment
of AMoSAH - Adelaide Museum of South Australia’s History. A museum dedicated to
the sharing of our own unique social histories is a long-held ambition of The History
Trust.
As part of a new stream of public programming, in 2021-22 The History Trust
presented two major public orations: the inaugural Jennifer Cashmore Oration, an
occasional event, delivered by Prof Gregory Crawford AM in November 2021 and the
2022 Dame Roma Mitchell Oration by Prof (Emerita) Ngaire Naffine in April. Both
events attracted strong attendances.
With the support of the Government of South Australia, the History Trust
commissioned the publication of a history of the Governors of South Australia by
Prof Philip Payton. And in this reporting year, we commenced the commissioning of a
new revised and expanded edition of the Wakefield Companion to South Australian
History. The project will be more than two years in the making, and the intended
parallel publication of digital versions of each chapter will provide an accessible set of
online resources for access across the state.
I take this opportunity to thank Trustees, History Guardians, Donors, senior
management, History Trust employees and volunteers for their continuing passion and
commitment to ensuring that our organisation’s mission and goals can be further
advanced.

Greg Mackie OAM
Chief Executive
History Trust of South Australia
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Overview: about the agency
Our strategic focus
Our Purpose

Your history – Our responsibility
Our job is to encourage current and future generations of South
Australians to discover that this state’s past is rich, relevant and
fascinating. Among the many stories unfolding across South
Australia in the present, there are many worthy of being preserved
for sharing in the future.
The History Trust of South Australia is exactly what our name
implies. We carry the community’s trust to safeguard our state’s
stories and memory collections so that they will not be lost. This
means that they will continue to enrich the lives of current and
future generations.
Our Act safeguards South Australia’s material heritage and
encourages research and the public presentation of South
Australian history.

Our Vision

Vision: Giving our past a future now!
We are a renewed and contemporary History Trust of South
Australia. Our agenda is inclusive and adventurous. We remain as
proudly expert and professional as we are accessible and open.
We are an active partner in creating a positive future informed by
our unique identity.
Our museums are welcoming and adaptable – social places where
visitors of all ages, backgrounds, purposes and abilities know their
community is included and their stories valued. They are places
where visitors do not have to whisper, and can be confident that
their experience has integrity.
We will celebrate the ordinary as well as the extraordinary, relying
on our excellent and extensive research.
We will take the collection out of the store, creating and presenting
events and exhibitions that inspire curiosity for locals and for
visitors alike. These will ignite spontaneous conversations
between strangers and provide excitement for school-age
children. We will explain how the connectedness between South
Australians and the world has been shaped by our history.
South Australia’s unique history should be an essential part of
what all South Australians and our visitors can experience. It
explains our society and the way it works, and how this feeds into
the giant story of human endeavour across our world.
7|Page
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We are dedicated to giving our special past a future.
Our Values

We recognise that history is a complex tapestry woven of many
stories, some incomplete, that capture people and their times and
place – including what is happening now.
We engage and serve local and global audiences using a digital
first approach.
We research, collect, preserve and share material culture and
document our non-material culture to better understand the past
and the present.
We respect the dignity of every person, alive or deceased. We
treat colleagues and the public with respect, demonstrating this
through the highest standards of service, professionalism,
honesty and integrity.
We celebrate diversity in all its many aspects.

Our
functions,
objectives
and our
10-year
Goals

Ensure most South Australians have a highly positive
experience of The History Trust annually
The people of South Australia are our most frequent visitors to our
museums, audience for our public programs and the students who
engage in our education programs. Visitors, audiences and
students will value the ‘History Trust’ experience each time they
engage with us.
Be recognised as the leading voice for making the stories of
South Australia relevant across the world, for the world
Telling the stories of South Australia is a core purpose and our
collections are fundamental to these stories. We want The History
Trust to be the first organisation people think of when seeking
information about South Australia’s history and its place in the
world.
Explain the complexities of the past and build wisdom for
today
We present South Australia’s history in all its facets through quality
curatorial and research work. We build wisdom for today through
advice and guidance across our communities, our museums and
exhibitions, and engaging public and education programs.
Be a leader of excellence in the network of historical
enterprises
We strive for excellence in everything we do. Our Act establishes
our leadership role within the SA history network, and we will be
recognised for our leadership and excellence within South
Australia and nationally.
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Significantly grow earned income
Growing earned income will help us to continually expand and
improve our offerings, including philanthropy and development
activities, grants, sales, paid services, memberships and paid
events.
The History
Trust
promise

We collect and creatively tell stories of South Australia's past to
keep our history relevant for present and future generations, so
together we can better understand and celebrate our place in the
world.

Our organisational structure
Office of the Chief Executive Officer
Audience and Experience
Business Unit
Collections and Research
Museums, Marketing and Major Events
https://cache.history.sa.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2022/08/2022-OrganisationalChart-June.pdf
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Changes to the agency
During 2021-22 a significant History Trust of South Australian (HTSA) organisational
review was undertaken and the changes to the agency’s structure were implemented
in May/June 2022.
These new structural changes will be reported against in the 2022-23 HTSA Annual
Report.
https://www.history.sa.gov.au/people/
Our Minister
The Hon Blair Boyer MP, was appointed Minister for Education, Training and Skills
following the March 2022 State Election replacing The Hon John Gardner, MP
Minister for Education.
Minister Boyer oversees:
•
•

Department for Education, Training and Skills
History Trust of South Australia

Our Executive team
CEO Greg Mackie OAM leads The History Trust of South Australia, which includes
museums covering motoring, maritime, migration stories, the Centre of Democracy
gallery Public Programs, Major events, Grant Programs and the State History
Collection.
Our Museums and Gallery are:
•

Cente of Democracy - Institute Building, Cnr North Terrace & Kintore Avenue
Adelaide

•

Migration Museum – 82 Kintore Avenue Adelaide

•

National Motor Museum – Shannon Street Birdwood

•

South Australia Maritime Museum – 126 Lipson Street Port Adelaide
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Our Board

Photo taken at 17 February 2022 Board meeting by Tess Potiki

L to R Seated: Dr Vesna Drapac, Ms Elizabeth Ho OAM (Chair HTSA), Dr Jared Thomas
L to R Standing: Mr Michael Lennon, Ms June Roache, Mr John Voumard, Dr Eva Balan-Vnuk, Mr Michael Neale

Presiding Chair
Ms Elizabeth Ho OAM (appointed until 13 July 2022)
Attended six meetings
Trustees
Dr Eva Balan-Vnuk (appointed until 16 November 2022)
Attended six meetings
Dr Vesna Drapac (appointed until 16 October 2022)
Attended five meetings
Mr Michael Lennon (appointed until 16 October 2022)
Attended four meetings
Mr Michael Neale (appointed until 24 November 2022)
Attended six meetings
Ms June Roache (appointed until 13 July 2022)
Attended six meetings
Dr Jared Thomas (appointed 17 July 2023)
Attended three meetings
Mr John Voumard (appointed until 23 April 2023)
Attended six meetings
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Legislation administered by the agency
History Trust of South Australia Act 1981
History Trust of South Australia Regulations 2010

The agency’s performance
Performance at a glance
The Board of the History Trust of South Australia met on six occasions August and
October 2021, January, February, April and June 2022, as required under the History
Trust of South Australia Act 1981.
Agency response to COVID-19
The History Trust continued to be impacted by COVID-19 during 2021-22.
A state-wide lockdown in July resulted in a 7 day closure at History Trust museums.
Historically, average attendance across all sites during the month of July (prior to
2020-2021) has been approximately 27,700 visitors. Following the lockdown, various
capacity restrictions continued to impact museums.
Education program bookings were also affected, as school excursions were limited
during periods throughout the year.
Due to uncertainty regarding Covid restrictions the 2021 Bay to Birdwood was
cancelled.
Covid leave accounted for 15% of all sick leave taken in 2021-2022.
Agency contribution to whole of Government objectives
Agency’s contribution
Key objective

Agency’s contribution

Through exhibitions,
programs, festivals and
events, The History
Trust attracts audiences
throughout the year and
adds value to the South
Australian Brand

Ensuring that the cultural and creative sectors in South
Australia thrive throughout the year
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Through its museums
and wider community
history programs, The
History Trust preserves
local identities,
strengthens local
communities and
contributes to regional
economies.

Meeting the needs of regional and rural South Australia
by supporting local cultural activity in regional towns and
centres

Agency specific objectives and performance
History Trust museums closed for a seven day period during July 2021. With travel
restrictions beginning to lift, visitation numbers are slowly re-building.
Due to the uncertainty of the Covid restrictions the 2021 Bay to Birdwood (BtB) event
was cancelled, and instead was celebrated on Sunday 26 September with a suite of
online activities. This included a television broadcast of the documentary Life in the
Past Lane: 40 years of the Bay to Birdwood. Other online activities included: the
Behind the Wheel series, Test your Engine, and Test your Motor Skills Programs, Get
Your Programs Here!, the presentation of all BtB programs from 1980 to 2021 as
e-books online; And The Winner Is... - a mini-documentary on the trophies of the Bay
to Birdwood, and importantly featured two new trophies that were commissioned from
the JamFactory, and through the philanthropic generosity of Michael Neale and the
former BtB Chair, Martin Haese. Another online activity was Backseat Drivers, a live
‘ask me anything’ forum featuring BtB Director of Judges and Advisory Committee
member, Lucinda Osborne; BtB Chair, Michael Neale; and National Motor Museum
Curator and BtB Chief Scrutineer, Matthew Lombard.
The Covid pandemic continues to affect History Trust museums, programs and events
but encouraging signs are noted for growth in visitation numbers going forward
especially with the return of school group excursions.
The 2022 South Australia’s History Festival, was delivered in May 2022. An on-line
program as well as a printed version of the full program was made available and was
embraced by the audience. The Festival was slightly down on numbers due to the
ongoing Covid restrictions, but was overall a successful festival.
To continue to ensure the ongoing, safe and meaningful engagement with and for our
audiences during Covid, The History Trust continues to strengthen its digital
engagement activities across its websites and social media. Through the State History
Collection online, our HTSA YouTube channel, museum and history curriculum
aligned digital education resources, webinars for the Statewide History Network, and
engaging content through our social media channels we continued to make South
Australia’s history accessible and enjoyable for our audiences at a time when physical
visitation (schools, tourists, general public) remained restricted.
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Agency objectives

Indicators

Performance

On-site
Exhibitions:
including permanent
and temp exhibitions
Events (including
Festivals,
performances,
lectures/talks,
workshops, and
holiday programs

Education Programs

Total Exhibitions:

Total Events:

45

122

Total Education Programs: 655

South Australia's
citizen and visitor
experience of our
history is enhanced
through our cultural
heritage offerings
Our public programs
provide greater
access to historical
knowledge for
citizens with a key
interest in our stories
of place and people
Our museums are an
ideal learning
environment for
students to explore
South Australia’s
unique history, and
our relationship with
maritime, migration
and motoring culture

Total onsite attendances 95,007
Off-site
Exhibitions:
including permanent
and temp exhibitions

Total Exhibitions:

18

Events (including
Festivals,
performances,
lectures/talks,
workshops, and
holiday programs

Total Events:

140

Education Programs

Total Education Programs: 5
Total off-site attendances
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16,174

By touring
exhibitions, we
provide access for
regional South
Australians to
exhibition programs.
Our public programs
provide greater
access to historical
knowledge for
citizens with a key
interest in our stories
of place and people.
Please note Off-site
includes webinars.
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Grant programs

MaC (Museum and Collections)
A total of $233,726 was allocated
in 2021-22.
MaC Projects grant round 5 and
MaC Small grants were run in two
stages during 2021-22 (there were
four opportunities to apply for
funds throughout the year).
The History Trust received 60
applications of which 27 MaC
Projects and 19 Small grants were
approved for allocation.
South Australian History Fund
(SAHF)
The SAHF grant round received 98
applications. $108,519 was
allocated to 27 projects.

Digitisation Grants
This grant round was offered in
conjunction with the Digitising SA
Collections project.
The Trust received 24 applications
and allocated $59,658 to nine
projects.
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MaC grant fund
supports the History
Trust’s MaC
Development and
Standards Program
by providing direct
grants to community
museums and
historical groups that
manage collections
and promote South
Australia’s history.

SAHF provides grant
support to projects,
research and
publications that
contribute to the
knowledge,
understanding and
sharing of South
Australia’s rich and
diverse history.

Digitisation Grants
support projects
reflecting the
digitisation lifecycle
of collections.
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Digital Engagements

Number of visits to websites:
803,738

Number of websites page views:
2,642,880
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Consistent overall
visitation and
engagement
continues across our
websites providing
access to our
museums, South
Australian history,
collections, stories
and databases of
historical and cultural
research material,
with 5% growth in
visitation and 2%
growth in page views
These include
Adelaidia (127,246
visits or a 15%
increase),
Passengers in
History (193,923
visits or a 6%
increase), Explore
History (25,900 visits
or a 30%
increase),SA History
Hub (100,836 or a
14% increase) and
Centre of Democracy
39,699 visits or a
112% increase).
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Collection
Management
activities / Collection
preservation

Acquisitions 2021-22

693

Total items in the State History
Collection:
44,782

Collection items available to the
public online:
1,366

% of the core collection
digitised:

34%
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The State History
Collection aims to
represent the depth
and diversity of
South Australia’s
history, while
recognising that
there are many other
public and private
custodians of the
state’s moveable
cultural heritage.
The collection of the
National Motor
Museum has a
national focus.
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Research

2021 - 2022
The History Trust researches and The History Trust
preserves South Australian history researches and
for future generations.
preserves South
Australian history for
History Trust employees undertake future generations.
research across a range of fields,
including
history,
museology,
audience
engagement
and
collections. Research undertaken in
2021-2022
focused
on
the
organisation’s partnerships with
universities, particularly in the
undertaking and development of
Australian Research Council (ARC)
Linkage projects.
The History Trust is a Partner
Organisation in three current ARC
Linkage projects: ‘People, Places
and Promises: Social Histories of
Holden in Australia’; ‘LGBTQ
Migrations: Life Story Narratives in
the South Australian Galleries,
Libraries, Archives and Musuems
(GLAM) Sector’; and ‘Reconciling
with the Frontier: Accounting for
Colonial Conflict’. Three further
applications for funding were
developed in the 2021-2022 year.
The projects relate to: the history of
Loveday internment camp during
the Second World War, First
Nations connections to Sea
Country in South Australia; and the
role of comedy in democracy.
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Volunteers

Number of volunteers: 33
Hours contributed: 5,526 hours
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Volunteers enhance
the capacity of The
History Trust to fulfil
its objectives. In
return volunteers
benefit from a social
connection to other
people and the
dignity of making a
value contribution to
public good. Please
note the total hours
are down due to
restrictions and
workspace changes
as a result of the
Covid pandemic. The
first priority of The
History Trust
continues to ensure
a safe working
environment for team
members and
volunteers, and this
has meant that
programs have had
to be modified, work
spaces re-organised,
and at times of
higher risk volunteers
have been asked to
pause activity or to
undertake tasks from
home.
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Corporate performance summary
The History Trust demonstrated continued adherence to fair and equitable practices,
including recruitment and the performance and development process.
Employment opportunity programs
Program name

Performance

Equal Opportunity
Program

The History Trust is committed to employing on merit
regardless of race, gender, sexuality, marital status, age,
pregnancy or physical or intellectual impairment for all
positions within the agency. In addition, The History Trust
has a trained Equal Opportunity Officer, who is available to
provide support and advice to employees.

Cultural Awareness
Training

The History Trust of SA first stage of the Cultural Learning
Plan commenced in 2021-2022. This plan was developed by
the RAP working group and includes five stages.

Agency performance management and development systems
Performance management
and development system

Performance

The History Trust has a
manual system

The History Trust continues to perform performance
reviews with employees twice a year, in accordance
with the commissioner’s guidelines.
98% compliance in period 1.
100% compliance in period 2.

Work health, safety and return to work programs
Program name

Performance

Management of
Work Health and
Safety

During 2021-2022 The History Trust maintained management
of Work Health and Safety systems.
The History Trust has continued to manage a program of
continuous improvement in 2021-22, include site inspections,
policy review, risk assessments, and other WHS
documentation.
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Workplace injury claims

2021-22

2020-21

% Change
(+ / -)

Total new workplace injury claims

2

2

0%

Fatalities

0

0

0%

Seriously injured workers*

0

0

0%

Significant injuries (where lost time exceeds a
working week, expressed as frequency rate
per 1000 FTE)

0

0

0%

*number of claimants assessed during the reporting period as having a whole person impairment of 30% or more
under the Return to Work Act 2014 (Part 2 Division 5)

Work health and safety regulations

2021-22

2020-21

% Change
(+ / -)

Number of notifiable incidents (Work Health
and Safety Act 2012, Part 3)

0

0

0%

Number of provisional improvement,
improvement and prohibition notices (Work
Health and Safety Act 2012 Sections 90, 191
and 195)

0

0

0%

Return to work costs**

2021-22

2020-21

% Change
(+ / -)

Total gross workers compensation
expenditure ($)

$4,152

$16,370

-74.64%

Income support payments – gross ($)

$82,189

77,560

+5.97%

**before third party recovery

Data for previous years is available at:
https://data.sa.gov.au/data/dataset/workplace-injury-claims-history-trust-of-southaustralia
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Executive employment in the agency
Executive classification

Number of executives

SAES-1

1

Data for previous years is available at: https://data.sa.gov.au/data/dataset/executiveemployment-at-the-history-trust-of-south-australia
The Office of the Commissioner for Public Sector Employment has a workforce
information page that provides further information on the breakdown of executive
gender, salary and tenure by agency.
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Financial performance
Financial performance at a glance
The following is a brief summary of the overall financial position of the agency. The
information is unaudited. Full audited financial statements for 2021-2022 are
attached to this report.
Statement of
Comprehensive Income
Total Income
Total Expenses
Net Result
Other comprehensive
income
Total Comprehensive Result
Statement of Financial
Position
Current assets
Non-current assets
Total assets
Current liabilities
Non-current liabilities
Total liabilities
Net assets
Equity

2021-22
2021-22
Variation 2020-21
Budget
Actual
$000s
Actual
$000s
$000s
$000s
10 909
12 874
1 965
10 818
11 582
12 804
1 182
12 214
(673)
70
743
(1 396)
42
42
(673)

112

785

(1 396)

2021-22
2020-21
Actual
Actual
$000s
$000s
8 125
6 071
39 605
40 241
47 730
46 312
1 865
1 915
3 798
2 442
5 663
4 357
42 067
41 955
42 067
41 955

Consultants disclosure
The following is a summary of external consultants that have been engaged by the
agency, the nature of work undertaken, and the actual payments made for the work
undertaken during the financial year.
Consultancies with a contract value below $10,000 each
Consultancies

Purpose

$ Actual payment

Combined total for
consultancies below
$10,000 each

Various

$14,937 in total
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Consultancies with a contract value above $10,000 each
Consultancies

Purpose

$ Actual payment

McPhee Andrewartha P/L

Organisation review

$51,790

Baukultur Pty Ltd

AMoSAH Architectural

$61,400

SGS Economics &
Planning P/L

AMoSAH Business Case

$130,915

Total

$ 244,105

Data for previous years is available at:
https://data.sa.gov.au/data/dataset/consultants-engaged-by-the-history-trust-ofsouth-australia
See also the Consolidated Financial Report of the Department of Treasury and
Finance for total value of consultancy contracts across the South Australian Public
Sector.

Contractors disclosure
The following is a summary of external contractors that have been engaged by the
agency, the nature of work undertaken, and the actual payments made for work
undertaken during the financial year.
Contractors with a contract value below $10,000
Contractors

Purpose

$ Actual payment

Combined total for
contractors below
$10,000 each

Various

$78,729 in total

Contractors with a contract value above $10,000 each
Contractors

Purpose

Digital Noir Pty Ltd

Web Developer Design
and support

$20,250

Heaps good productions

School Holiday Presenter

$22,150

Arketype

Exhibition Development

$23,036

Belinda Petersen Public

Marketing Contractor

$30,110
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Contractors

Purpose

$ Actual payment

C44 Adelaide Limited

Radio Broadcast

Spotless Facility Services
P/L

Cleaning Services

Subnet

IT Managed Services

$31,676
$43,844

Total

$76,605
$247,671

Data for previous years is available at:
https://data.sa.gov.au/data/dataset/contractors-engaged-by-the-history-trust-ofsouth-australia
The details of South Australian Government-awarded contracts for goods, services,
and works are displayed on the SA Tenders and Contracts website. View the agency
list of contracts.
The website also provides details of across government contracts.
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Risk management
Risk and audit at a glance
NIL
Fraud detected in the agency
Category/nature of fraud

Number of instances

NIL
NB: Fraud reported includes actual and reasonably suspected incidents of fraud.

Strategies implemented to control and prevent fraud
The Board of the History Trust of South Australia exercises oversight of the
management processes for identifying and responding to the risks of fraud, and
the internal control that management has established to mitigate these risks.
Financial reports are reviewed by the Board of the History Trust of SA at each meeting.
The reports include detailed notes outlining any variations to predicted year to date
outcomes.
The History Trust maintains a Financial Management Compliance Program, which
includes details of the control elements deemed critical and relevant for The Trust to
ensure reliable financial reporting. The Manager, Business Unit reviews and assesses
the effectiveness of the compliance controls annually and provides the Board with the
reviewed FMCP Checklist outlining the outcomes of the review.
All policies, which have been developed or reviewed, are approved by the Board.
Financial Authorisations are updated and approved by the Board on a regular basis.
The History Trust has developed a series of processes to guard against the risk of
fraud and irregularities are reported to the Board:
• All transactions (including Purchase Card activity) are approved by the
appropriate Trust financial authorisation delegate.
• All transactions are checked on a monthly basis against the general ledger.
• Manager, Business Unit reviews all transactions involving expenditure over
$2,000.
• Cash handling procedures are maintained and reviewed annually for all
branches of the Trust.
• Risk registers are maintained, including measures to mitigate the risk of fraud.
Risk registers are reviewed annually by Senior Managers and the Chief
Executive Officer, and noted at a Board meeting at the time.
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• All new employees and volunteers are required to undertake a child-related
employment screening and attain a clearance via the Department for
Communities and Social Inclusion prior to the commencement of their
employment with the Trust. The Trust mandates this Code of Conduct every
five years in accordance with our commitment to compliance under the
Children’s Protection Act 1993.
• During induction, new employees are required to read and sign-off on policies
covering various business practices, including the Code of Ethics for the South
Australian Public Sector and the South Australian Public Sector Fraud and
Control Corruption Policy.
Data for previous years is available at: https://data.sa.gov.au/data/dataset/frauddetection-at-history-trust-of-south-australia
Public interest disclosure
Number of occasions on which public interest information has been disclosed to a
responsible officer of the agency under the Public Interest Disclosure Act 2018:
NIL
Data for previous years is available at: https://data.sa.gov.au/data/dataset/whistleblowers-disclosure-history-trust-of-south-australia
Note: Disclosure of public interest information was previously reported under the Whistleblowers
Protection Act 1993 and repealed by the Public Interest Disclosure Act 2018 on 1/7/2019

Reporting required under any other act or regulation
Act or Regulation

Requirement

NIL

Reporting required under the Carers’ Recognition Act 2005
Section 7: Compliance or non-compliance with section 6 of the Carers Recognition Act
2005 and (b) if a person or body provides relevant services under a contract with the
organisation (other than a contract of employment), that person's or body's compliance
or non-compliance with section 6.
The History Trust does not provide or fund direct services to carers.
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Public complaints
Number of public complaints reported
Complaint
categories

Sub-categories

Example

Number of
Complaints
2021-22

Failure to demonstrate
values such as empathy,
respect, fairness, courtesy,
extra mile; cultural
competency
Failure to action service
Professional
Staff competency
request; poorly informed
behaviour
decisions; incorrect or
incomplete service provided
Lack of service specific
Professional
Staff knowledge
knowledge; incomplete or
behaviour
out-of-date knowledge
Inadequate, delayed or
Communication Communication
absent communication with
quality
customer
Customer’s confidentiality or
Communication Confidentiality
privacy not respected;
information shared
incorrectly
System offline; inaccessible
Service
Systems/technology
to customer; incorrect
delivery
result/information provided;
poor system design
Service difficult to find;
Service
Access to services
location poor; facilities/
delivery
environment poor standard;
not accessible to customers
with disabilities
Processing error; incorrect
Service
Process
process used; delay in
delivery
processing application;
process not customer
responsive
Incorrect policy
Policy
Policy application
interpretation; incorrect
policy applied; conflicting
policy advice given
Policy content difficult to
Policy
Policy content
understand; policy
unreasonable or
disadvantages customer
Professional
behaviour

Staff attitude
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Complaint
categories

Sub-categories

Example

Number of
Complaints
2021-22

Service quality

Information

Service quality

Access to
information

Service quality

Timeliness

Service quality

Safety

Service quality

Service
responsiveness

No case to
answer

No case to answer

Incorrect, incomplete, out
dated or inadequate
information; not fit for
purpose
Information difficult to
understand, hard to find or
difficult to use; not plain
English
Lack of staff punctuality;
excessive waiting times
(outside of service
standard); timelines not met
Maintenance; personal or
family safety; duty of care
not shown; poor security
service/ premises; poor
cleanliness
Service design doesn’t meet
customer needs; poor
service fit with customer
expectations
Third party; customer
misunderstanding;
redirected to another
agency; insufficient
information to investigate
Total

Additional Metrics
Number of positive feedback comments
Number of negative feedback comments

1

Total number of feedback comments

1

% complaints resolved within policy timeframes

100%

OFFICIAL

0

0

0

0

0

NIL

Total
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Data for previous years is available at: insert hyperlink to specific data.sa page and
ensure data sources are referenced.
Service Improvements

The History Trust of South Australia received one complaint or improvement
suggestions over the 2021-22 period which was resolved at the time.
An annual reporting system continued throughout 2021-22 in order to ensure that
KPIs continue to be met by all departments.

Compliance Statement

The History Trust of South Australia is compliant with Premier and
Cabinet Circular 039 – complaint management in the South
Australian public sector

Y

The History Trust of South Australia has communicated the content
of PC 039 and the agency’s related complaints policies and
procedures to employees.

Y
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Appendix: Audited financial statements 2021-22
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